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It is a fantasy fantasy game where you play a young student, Eon. On her way to school, she happens to pass an Lava land, where she ends up getting sucked into a lava port (a gateway to the Lava World). While there, she is taken on a adventure, to rescue her friends. During the adventure you will gather items and solve mysteries. Please click the link
below for the full backstory. (View spoiler) The Story. You are invited to the mansion of Lava. You are a new student of the Lava school, and are now taking your first exam. The floor of the building is made of Lava. An elevator inside the building takes you up to the classroom. All the kids are waiting, and for the very first time in your school life, you can
feel a real high school atmosphere. On the first day of the school year, the headmaster gives a speech about the rule of the school. Because of this rule, you will not be able to leave the school for the next four years. Unfortunately, on the very first day, you open a door and see that the hallway is filled with lava. After that door, you start the adventure.

Along the path of the adventure, you meet various characters, and a lot of quests and mysteries begin to unfold. After solving each mystery, you may receive a new ability. The items which you obtain as a reward can be used in later stages. In each stage, you solve mysteries and gain levels. After you reach the level cap, you will be able to go to the next
stage, and so on. The educational content is minimal and focused on making your adventure meaningful. This game is not just an idle game, you can enjoy playing while thinking about your life as a student. After you finish the game, there is a “Mark of Lava” which shows the level which you reached. If the marker reaches the limit, the door to the next

stage will unlock. ××××××××××××××××× Any updates will be announced in this thread. ×××××××××××××××××× P.S. This is a work in progress. I might not be able to maintain it if I continue from here. If you are interested in making this game better, feel

Features Key:
 All legendary items are guaranteed.

All accounts are valid and can be approved after verification
All accounts will be listed in the ranking and credits

Personal information will not be exposed to 3rd party application while some information will be shared with the key owner for communication purpose
An excellent in-game video will be given once the key is ready. At that time, we will also give a promotion with the Astro Lords Store and activities of the key owner such as referral, etc.

Astro Lords: Experienced Mentor System Introduction:

This is a special "Just For you" promotion for the Astro Lords: Experienced Mentor system. Details of the bonus will be given after verification.

+1 key account will be provided for each of those who belong to the Astro Lords: Experienced Mentor promotion. In addition, those who exceeded the activity limit will also be ranked at the top 100 ranking. Details:

While referring people to Astro Lords game, those who join your referral link will also get +100% in level up. Bonus comes from your own energy level. Details:

+100% to level up after being referred: The bonus will be 100% for the effective use of the effective use of the bonuses. Details:

+100% to level up in FPS after reaching 500 units of FPS: The bonus will be increased by 100% for the effective use of the effective use of the game. Details:

Everyone in Astro Lords will get great ranking in credits. Given the following four characters:

1. Heroic:  1,000,000 CCT points.

2. Zero:  100,000 CCT points.
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